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"Sun Pill! The odds are in my favor!" Yonas was also excited and narrowed his eyes slyly, determined to obtain the Sun Pill to

enhance his power.

With the control over the family being held by the second bloodline, he was confident that he could compete with Yuri as heir as

long as he obtained the Sun Pill.

"Uncle, you guys are close with Leon, right? Just ask him for a few Sun Pills! Remember to save me one!" He said bitterly.

Leon rejected his request during the sales drive, yet turned around to hand Angus two Cleansing Pills for free. Since Leon

seemed close with Angus and his family, Yonas decided to send Angus to ask for the Sun Pills and he would not have to do

anything at all.

"Um, I'm afraid that won't work!" Angus said hesitantly.

though he wanted the Sun Pill as well, he knew that the fact that Loen did not sell the Sun Pill during the sales drive meant that

the Sun Pill was scarce.

Even if Leon owned the Sun Pills, he might have other use for them. If he abused his alliance with Leon and simply ask Loen for

the Sun Pills, he would be putting Leon in a difficult position.

"Why not? Uncle Angus, your family is close with Leon, and the Thompsons have helped him on multiple occasions! He should

be grateful! Why's so wrong about asking for the Sun Pill after all that we have done for him?" Yonas said rudely.

He had a bad impression of Leon after Leon turned him down during the sales drive; on top of that, Leon had no allies or

supporters in the southern region and needed the protection of the Thompsons, so he thought that it was Leon's honor to be

associated with the Thompsons and it was only reasonable for him to show his gratitude by offering the Thompsons a few Sun

Pills.

"Yonas, you're being absurd! Though the Thompsons have helped Mister Wolf a few times, he has saved Roanne twice as well,"

Angus deadpanned.

"So what? We've helped him so many times and even promoted his sales drive twice in a row. That ought to repay our debt to

him! I think you just want to keep the Sun Pill to yourself!" Yonas said in annoyance.

"I-" Rendered speechless, Angus's expression darkened.

He was taken aback by Yonas's provoking tone and was at a loss for words.

"That's enough, Yonas! How dare to speak to your uncle with that tone?!" Infuriated by Yonas's tone, Arthur instantly intervened.
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